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this workshop is a darpa speech recognition and natural language workshop この本であなたは独創的なキャラクターを強制的に創らされる 属性の組み合わせなんかサイコロで決めてしまえ 主人公は自発的でなく受け身

の人間だ 感情移入させるのは主人公にではなくバディーにさせろ 敵役は悪人ではなく主人公のダークサイドだ ライナスの毛布からキャラクターをつくる 誰も語らなかったほんとうのキャラクターの本質と創り方 home gardens for

improved food security and livelihoods demonstrates how home gardens hold particular significance for resource poor and marginalized communities in developing countries and how they

offer a versatile strategy toward building local and more resilient food systems with food and nutritional security being a major global challenge there is an urgent need to find innovative

ways to increase food production and diversify food sources while increasing income generating opportunities for communities faced with hunger and poverty this book shows that when

implemented properly home gardens can become just such an innovative solution as well as an integral part of sustainable food security programs it provides a conceptual overview of

social economic environmental and nutritional issues related to home gardening in diverse contexts including gender issues and biodiversity conservation and presents case studies from

africa asia and latin america highlighting home gardening experiences and initiatives the volume concludes with a synthesis of key lessons learned and ways forward for further enhancing

home gardens for sustainable food security and development this book will be a useful read for students and scholars working on local food systems food security sustainable

development and more broadly development strategy asian american literature is one of the most recent forms of ethnic literature and is already becoming one of the most prominent

given the large number of writers the growing ethnic population from the region the general receptivity of this body of work and the quality of the authors in recent decades there has been

an exponential growth in their output and much asian american literature has now achieved new levels of popular success and critical acclaim nurtured by rich and long literary traditions

from the vast continent of asia this literature is poised between the ancient and the modern between the east and west and between the oral and the written the historical dictionary of

asian american literature and theater covers the activities in this burgeoning field first its history is traced year by year from 1887 to the present in a chronology and the introduction

provides a good overview the most important section is the dictionary with over 600 substantial and cross referenced entries on authors books and genres as well as more general ones

describing the historical background cultural features techniques and major theatres and clubs more reading can be found through an extensive bibliography with general works and those

on specific authors the book is thus a good place to get started or to expanded one s horizons about a branch of american literature that can only grow in importance creative writers in

fiction nonfiction poetry drama journalism and many other genres can easily choose a writing program to suit their needs thanks to the help of this resource with humor and insight this

affordable comprehensive guide helps the writer find the perfect program no matter what the area of interest or expertise 31 halftones and 17 illustrations when combined with artificial

intelligence advanced computing architectures and enhanced communications sensor technologies can monitor vessel performance and the adjacent environment to detect conditions that

may hinder voyage completion this book provides insight into the present and future of sensor architectures and configurations that can enhance vessel performance and further improve

the safety of navigation it covers topics such as traditional and expanded sensor functions in engineering and navigation as well as new sensor capabilities that can provide greater insight

into vessel behavior and performance and enhance awareness of passenger crew and other human activities chapters offer background information on typical legacy vessel sensor
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configurations and current international maritime organization imo requirements for onboard sensors and future regulatory trends before discussing modern sensors and current generation

smart sensors that provide enhanced situational awareness to watchstanders a vision of next generation sensors currently being investigated for shipboard use is provided along with long

term trends in quantum sensing and computing that promise radical change across a wide variety of vessel functions insight is also given into cybersecurity factors so essential to all

sensor systems ship sensors conventional unmanned and autonomous is ideal for professional seafarers maritime academics and university students and developers of maritime sensors

and systems from the western united states to the indian subcontinent water issues have always been economic issues considered ubiquitous under the continents groundwater varies

considerably in depth quality accessibility and availability a unified discussion of groundwater and its economic importance groundwater economics explores the application of e i m always

impressed by pioneering efforts this anthology represents a noteworthy beginning for this group of writers from the triumphs over adversity dramatized in the first section to the

heartwarming and heartbreaking stories and poems of the final grouping they show us sensitivity and inspire strength they show us disability as it is lived honestly fables fantasies and

tips about writing add something new making this publication a unique contribution to disability literature erik weihenmayer author of touch the top of the world and the adversity

advantage disabled people in most ways are just like everyone else so it should come as no surprise that the stories essays and poems in behind our eyes deal with situations and

emotions that confront all of us family and marriage love and heartbreak discord appreciation of nature and the desire to engage in the world more fully in this uplifting collection we read

about the dedication of a guide dog who protects a blind woman and her young children from a burglar until police arrive the inner struggle for a stroke victim whose world is rearranged

overnight the challenges faced by disabled children spouses and seniors when their families see their limitations instead of their abilities the difficulty faced by a blind man coping with a

team of insensitive doctors and nurses who seem to keep forgetting he can t see and much more a real and candid portrait of life with disability as well as an entertaining foray into the

minds and hearts of a beautifully diverse group of people behind our eyes urges and inspires us to meet even our loftiest goals embrace our individual vulnerabilities and let our own

imaginations soar groundwater is becoming increasingly scarce while the demand for water continues to grow at a global scale understanding groundwater resources and their sustainable

management is imperative for the future of groundwater use conservation and protection this revised and updated two volume set focused on sustainability covers the economic values of

groundwater production and use including micro and macroeconomic factors groundwater markets economic evaluation tools climate change transboundary issues and policy evaluation it

explores numerous applications and describes ways to evaluate the economics of groundwater use in the context of the larger ecosystem and the natural capital it provides features of

this volume includes an important new chapter on groundwater sustainability management addresses new examples of groundwater use that are applicable at both the local and

international levels provides the foundation for policy program and project analysis for all major uses of groundwater updates groundwater use data along with explanations of major

production costs and use benefits gives a new perspective on users competition for the subsurface environment production use and sustainability of groundwater second edition the first

volume of the two volume set groundwater economics is a must have for any professional or student who needs to understand evaluate and manage water resources from a range of

production and use perspectives affecting groundwater resource sustainability since the 1990s government at all levels is under increasing pressure to do more with less however despite

the u s government spending about 15 to 20 percent of its gdp on contracts for goods and services there is a paucity of reference books for public procurement officials and very few

textbooks for courses on the subject filling this void the international handbook of public procurement provides the knowledge necessary to understand how procurement works and how to
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improve the cost effectiveness of procurement systems taking a multidisciplinary approach the book focuses on the managerial economic political and legal aspects of this topic it begins

with a conceptual framework and highlights various reforms occurring in certain countries by examining these improvements readers are able to apply this knowledge to their own

strategies the next section presents selected cases that illustrate the public procurement process examining systems in various nations including germany china south africa cambodia

uganda and estonia the book also discusses the rise of electronic procurement systems e procurement and reviews the benefits of these efficient systems other topics presented in this

comprehensive volume include practical discussions on contract negotiations bidding price strategies and cost analysis and an insightful chapter on the market s response to contract

award announcements a virtual encyclopedia from numerous international experts this book was assembled by khi v thai professor at florida atlantic university and editor of the journal of

public procurement dr thai has provided technical assistance in the area of public procurement to governments across the world empowering those on all sides of the issue this volume

dispenses advice valuable to government officials and contractors as well as providing a comprehensive text for public administration students state adopted textbook 2001 2007 grade 7

actors know about falling up a split second ignition from the wings propelling entrance as a new character an unwilled ascent to a different mode of being an in body experience that

overlays preparation opportunity choice or chance falling up the first and only full length floyd study is a metaphor for humanity s uncanny ability to rise from seeming disaster into rebirth

floyd s consistent succession of soars stumbles slides or wrenches sings of triumph over odds a modern renaissance man floyd is our greatest living opera composer and librettist a

trained concert pianist a master stage director and a teacher in falling up holliday offers an intimate account of the life that shaped the words and music combining insights from hundreds

of interviews with floyd his family and many of the last half century s greatest singers conductors and opera administrators falling up traces floyd s southern roots and the struggles and

sacrifices that accompanied his rise to operatic stardom with more than forty photographs the detailed evolution of floyd s fourteen operas and in depth analysis of his nonoperatic works

falling up is essential reading for opera fans and professionals alike a book that moves informs and entertains the first biography of america s best known short story writer of the late

twentieth century the london times called raymond carver the american chekhov the beloved mischievous but more modest short story writer and poet thought of himself as a lucky man

whose renunciation of alcohol allowed him to live ten years longer than i or anyone expected in that last decade carver became the leading figure in a resurgence of the short story

readers embraced his precise sad often funny and poignant tales of ordinary people and their troubles poverty drunkenness embittered marriages difficulties brought on by neglect rather

than intent since carver died in 1988 at age fifty his legacy has been mythologized by admirers and tainted by controversy over a zealous editor s shaping of his first two story collections

carol sklenicka penetrates the myths and controversies her decade long search of archives across the united states and her extensive interviews with carver s relatives friends and

colleagues have enabled her to write the definitive story of the iconic literary figure laced with the voices of people who knew carver intimately her biography offers a fresh appreciation of

his work and an unbiased vivid portrait of the writer non photorealistic rendering npr is a combination of computer graphics and computer vision that produces renderings in various artistic

expressive or stylized ways such as painting and drawing this book focuses on image and video based npr where the input is a 2d photograph or a video rather than a 3d model 2d npr

techniques have application in areas as diverse as consumer and professional digital photography and visual effects for tv and film production the book covers the full range of the state

of the art of npr with every chapter authored by internationally renowned experts in the field covering both classical and contemporary techniques it will enable both graduate students in

computer graphics computer vision or image processing and professional developers alike to quickly become familiar with contemporary techniques enabling them to apply 2d npr
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algorithms in their own projects health policy in the united states has been shaped by the political socioeconomic and ideological environment with important roles played by public and

private actors as well as institutional and individual entities in designing the contemporary american healthcare system now in a fully updated fifth edition this book gives expanded

attention to pressing issues for our policymakers including the aging american population physician shortages gene therapy specialty drugs and the opioid crisis a new chapter has been

added on the trump administration s failed attempts at repealing and replacing the affordable care act and subsequent attempts at undermining it via executive orders authors kant patel

and mark rushefsky address the key problems of healthcare cost access and quality through analyses of medicare medicaid the veterans health administration and other programs and

the ethical and cost implications of advances in healthcare technology each chapter concludes with discussion questions and a comprehensive reference list this textbook will be required

reading for courses on health and healthcare policy as well as all those interested in the ways in which american healthcare has evolved over time parasitic plants in african agriculture

brings together for the first time in a single volume the ecology biology damage and control of all groups of african parasitic plants including both the relatively few parasites introduced to

the continent as well as those native parasites that have spread from within africa the book covers the well known witchweeds and broomrapes but also groups and species that have

received less attention including mistletoes dodders rice vampire weed and other species posing threats this book will be a valuable reference for students researchers extension workers

development officers national agriculture researchers plant pathologists food security specialists weed scientists agronomists and botanists reports for 1980 19 also include the annual

report of the national council on the arts marc holzer and richard schwester have written a fresh and highly engaging textbook for the introductory course in public administration their

coverage is both comprehensive and cutting edge not just including all the basic topics ot budgeting hrm but also reflecting new realities in public administration innovations in e

government the importance of new technology changes in intergovernmental relations especially the emphasis on inter local and shared regional resources public performance and

accountability initiatives public administration has been crafted with student appeal in mind each of the book s 14 chapters is generously and colorfully illustrated with cartoons quotes and

artwork all reinforcing the book s theme that the field of pa is rooted in the cultural and political world each chapter is also supported with a listing of key terms exercises and additional

resources
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Proceedings of a Workshop on Clathrates (gas Hydrates) in the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska, July 16-17, 1979,

Menlo Park, California

1981

this workshop is a darpa speech recognition and natural language workshop

Proceedings of the 1985 NASA Ames Research Center's Ground-Effects Workshop

1987

この本であなたは独創的なキャラクターを強制的に創らされる 属性の組み合わせなんかサイコロで決めてしまえ 主人公は自発的でなく受け身の人間だ 感情移入させるのは主人公にではなくバディーにさせろ 敵役は悪人ではなく主人公のダーク

サイドだ ライナスの毛布からキャラクターをつくる 誰も語らなかったほんとうのキャラクターの本質と創り方

Proceedings of a Workshop on V/STOL Aircraft Aerodynamics

1979

home gardens for improved food security and livelihoods demonstrates how home gardens hold particular significance for resource poor and marginalized communities in developing

countries and how they offer a versatile strategy toward building local and more resilient food systems with food and nutritional security being a major global challenge there is an urgent

need to find innovative ways to increase food production and diversify food sources while increasing income generating opportunities for communities faced with hunger and poverty this

book shows that when implemented properly home gardens can become just such an innovative solution as well as an integral part of sustainable food security programs it provides a

conceptual overview of social economic environmental and nutritional issues related to home gardening in diverse contexts including gender issues and biodiversity conservation and

presents case studies from africa asia and latin america highlighting home gardening experiences and initiatives the volume concludes with a synthesis of key lessons learned and ways

forward for further enhancing home gardens for sustainable food security and development this book will be a useful read for students and scholars working on local food systems food

security sustainable development and more broadly development strategy
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Anton Wilson's Cinema Workshop

1983

asian american literature is one of the most recent forms of ethnic literature and is already becoming one of the most prominent given the large number of writers the growing ethnic

population from the region the general receptivity of this body of work and the quality of the authors in recent decades there has been an exponential growth in their output and much

asian american literature has now achieved new levels of popular success and critical acclaim nurtured by rich and long literary traditions from the vast continent of asia this literature is

poised between the ancient and the modern between the east and west and between the oral and the written the historical dictionary of asian american literature and theater covers the

activities in this burgeoning field first its history is traced year by year from 1887 to the present in a chronology and the introduction provides a good overview the most important section

is the dictionary with over 600 substantial and cross referenced entries on authors books and genres as well as more general ones describing the historical background cultural features

techniques and major theatres and clubs more reading can be found through an extensive bibliography with general works and those on specific authors the book is thus a good place to

get started or to expanded one s horizons about a branch of american literature that can only grow in importance

Industry-Wide Workshop on Computational Turbulence Modeling

1995

creative writers in fiction nonfiction poetry drama journalism and many other genres can easily choose a writing program to suit their needs thanks to the help of this resource with humor

and insight this affordable comprehensive guide helps the writer find the perfect program no matter what the area of interest or expertise 31 halftones and 17 illustrations

Northeast National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska (NPR-A)

1998

when combined with artificial intelligence advanced computing architectures and enhanced communications sensor technologies can monitor vessel performance and the adjacent

environment to detect conditions that may hinder voyage completion this book provides insight into the present and future of sensor architectures and configurations that can enhance

vessel performance and further improve the safety of navigation it covers topics such as traditional and expanded sensor functions in engineering and navigation as well as new sensor

capabilities that can provide greater insight into vessel behavior and performance and enhance awareness of passenger crew and other human activities chapters offer background
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information on typical legacy vessel sensor configurations and current international maritime organization imo requirements for onboard sensors and future regulatory trends before

discussing modern sensors and current generation smart sensors that provide enhanced situational awareness to watchstanders a vision of next generation sensors currently being

investigated for shipboard use is provided along with long term trends in quantum sensing and computing that promise radical change across a wide variety of vessel functions insight is

also given into cybersecurity factors so essential to all sensor systems ship sensors conventional unmanned and autonomous is ideal for professional seafarers maritime academics and

university students and developers of maritime sensors and systems

Rayleigh Scattering Diagnostics Workshop

1996

from the western united states to the indian subcontinent water issues have always been economic issues considered ubiquitous under the continents groundwater varies considerably in

depth quality accessibility and availability a unified discussion of groundwater and its economic importance groundwater economics explores the application of e

Proceedings of the 3rd International Winter Workshop on Spectroscopy and Structure of Rare Earth Systems

2000

i m always impressed by pioneering efforts this anthology represents a noteworthy beginning for this group of writers from the triumphs over adversity dramatized in the first section to the

heartwarming and heartbreaking stories and poems of the final grouping they show us sensitivity and inspire strength they show us disability as it is lived honestly fables fantasies and

tips about writing add something new making this publication a unique contribution to disability literature erik weihenmayer author of touch the top of the world and the adversity

advantage disabled people in most ways are just like everyone else so it should come as no surprise that the stories essays and poems in behind our eyes deal with situations and

emotions that confront all of us family and marriage love and heartbreak discord appreciation of nature and the desire to engage in the world more fully in this uplifting collection we read

about the dedication of a guide dog who protects a blind woman and her young children from a burglar until police arrive the inner struggle for a stroke victim whose world is rearranged

overnight the challenges faced by disabled children spouses and seniors when their families see their limitations instead of their abilities the difficulty faced by a blind man coping with a

team of insensitive doctors and nurses who seem to keep forgetting he can t see and much more a real and candid portrait of life with disability as well as an entertaining foray into the

minds and hearts of a beautifully diverse group of people behind our eyes urges and inspires us to meet even our loftiest goals embrace our individual vulnerabilities and let our own

imaginations soar
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Proceedings of the Broadcast News Transcription and Understanding Workshop, February 8-11, 1998, Lansdowne

Conference Resort, Lansdowne, Virginia

1998

groundwater is becoming increasingly scarce while the demand for water continues to grow at a global scale understanding groundwater resources and their sustainable management is

imperative for the future of groundwater use conservation and protection this revised and updated two volume set focused on sustainability covers the economic values of groundwater

production and use including micro and macroeconomic factors groundwater markets economic evaluation tools climate change transboundary issues and policy evaluation it explores

numerous applications and describes ways to evaluate the economics of groundwater use in the context of the larger ecosystem and the natural capital it provides features of this volume

includes an important new chapter on groundwater sustainability management addresses new examples of groundwater use that are applicable at both the local and international levels

provides the foundation for policy program and project analysis for all major uses of groundwater updates groundwater use data along with explanations of major production costs and use

benefits gives a new perspective on users competition for the subsurface environment production use and sustainability of groundwater second edition the first volume of the two volume

set groundwater economics is a must have for any professional or student who needs to understand evaluate and manage water resources from a range of production and use

perspectives affecting groundwater resource sustainability

キャラクターメーカー

2014-02

since the 1990s government at all levels is under increasing pressure to do more with less however despite the u s government spending about 15 to 20 percent of its gdp on contracts

for goods and services there is a paucity of reference books for public procurement officials and very few textbooks for courses on the subject filling this void the international handbook of

public procurement provides the knowledge necessary to understand how procurement works and how to improve the cost effectiveness of procurement systems taking a multidisciplinary

approach the book focuses on the managerial economic political and legal aspects of this topic it begins with a conceptual framework and highlights various reforms occurring in certain

countries by examining these improvements readers are able to apply this knowledge to their own strategies the next section presents selected cases that illustrate the public procurement

process examining systems in various nations including germany china south africa cambodia uganda and estonia the book also discusses the rise of electronic procurement systems e

procurement and reviews the benefits of these efficient systems other topics presented in this comprehensive volume include practical discussions on contract negotiations bidding price

strategies and cost analysis and an insightful chapter on the market s response to contract award announcements a virtual encyclopedia from numerous international experts this book
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was assembled by khi v thai professor at florida atlantic university and editor of the journal of public procurement dr thai has provided technical assistance in the area of public

procurement to governments across the world empowering those on all sides of the issue this volume dispenses advice valuable to government officials and contractors as well as

providing a comprehensive text for public administration students

Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2006: Department

of Health and Human Services

2005

state adopted textbook 2001 2007 grade 7

Home Gardens for Improved Food Security and Livelihoods

2020-06-10

actors know about falling up a split second ignition from the wings propelling entrance as a new character an unwilled ascent to a different mode of being an in body experience that

overlays preparation opportunity choice or chance falling up the first and only full length floyd study is a metaphor for humanity s uncanny ability to rise from seeming disaster into rebirth

floyd s consistent succession of soars stumbles slides or wrenches sings of triumph over odds a modern renaissance man floyd is our greatest living opera composer and librettist a

trained concert pianist a master stage director and a teacher in falling up holliday offers an intimate account of the life that shaped the words and music combining insights from hundreds

of interviews with floyd his family and many of the last half century s greatest singers conductors and opera administrators falling up traces floyd s southern roots and the struggles and

sacrifices that accompanied his rise to operatic stardom with more than forty photographs the detailed evolution of floyd s fourteen operas and in depth analysis of his nonoperatic works

falling up is essential reading for opera fans and professionals alike a book that moves informs and entertains

Historical Dictionary of Asian American Literature and Theater

2012

the first biography of america s best known short story writer of the late twentieth century the london times called raymond carver the american chekhov the beloved mischievous but
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more modest short story writer and poet thought of himself as a lucky man whose renunciation of alcohol allowed him to live ten years longer than i or anyone expected in that last

decade carver became the leading figure in a resurgence of the short story readers embraced his precise sad often funny and poignant tales of ordinary people and their troubles poverty

drunkenness embittered marriages difficulties brought on by neglect rather than intent since carver died in 1988 at age fifty his legacy has been mythologized by admirers and tainted by

controversy over a zealous editor s shaping of his first two story collections carol sklenicka penetrates the myths and controversies her decade long search of archives across the united

states and her extensive interviews with carver s relatives friends and colleagues have enabled her to write the definitive story of the iconic literary figure laced with the voices of people

who knew carver intimately her biography offers a fresh appreciation of his work and an unbiased vivid portrait of the writer

Agricultural Libraries Information Notes

1995

non photorealistic rendering npr is a combination of computer graphics and computer vision that produces renderings in various artistic expressive or stylized ways such as painting and

drawing this book focuses on image and video based npr where the input is a 2d photograph or a video rather than a 3d model 2d npr techniques have application in areas as diverse as

consumer and professional digital photography and visual effects for tv and film production the book covers the full range of the state of the art of npr with every chapter authored by

internationally renowned experts in the field covering both classical and contemporary techniques it will enable both graduate students in computer graphics computer vision or image

processing and professional developers alike to quickly become familiar with contemporary techniques enabling them to apply 2d npr algorithms in their own projects

The Writer's Resource

1997

health policy in the united states has been shaped by the political socioeconomic and ideological environment with important roles played by public and private actors as well as

institutional and individual entities in designing the contemporary american healthcare system now in a fully updated fifth edition this book gives expanded attention to pressing issues for

our policymakers including the aging american population physician shortages gene therapy specialty drugs and the opioid crisis a new chapter has been added on the trump

administration s failed attempts at repealing and replacing the affordable care act and subsequent attempts at undermining it via executive orders authors kant patel and mark rushefsky

address the key problems of healthcare cost access and quality through analyses of medicare medicaid the veterans health administration and other programs and the ethical and cost

implications of advances in healthcare technology each chapter concludes with discussion questions and a comprehensive reference list this textbook will be required reading for courses

on health and healthcare policy as well as all those interested in the ways in which american healthcare has evolved over time
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Energy Research Abstracts

1978

parasitic plants in african agriculture brings together for the first time in a single volume the ecology biology damage and control of all groups of african parasitic plants including both the

relatively few parasites introduced to the continent as well as those native parasites that have spread from within africa the book covers the well known witchweeds and broomrapes but

also groups and species that have received less attention including mistletoes dodders rice vampire weed and other species posing threats this book will be a valuable reference for

students researchers extension workers development officers national agriculture researchers plant pathologists food security specialists weed scientists agronomists and botanists

Michigan Arts & Humanities Touring Directory

2000

reports for 1980 19 also include the annual report of the national council on the arts

Slogging, Humping and Mucking Through the NPR-A

1981

marc holzer and richard schwester have written a fresh and highly engaging textbook for the introductory course in public administration their coverage is both comprehensive and cutting

edge not just including all the basic topics ot budgeting hrm but also reflecting new realities in public administration innovations in e government the importance of new technology

changes in intergovernmental relations especially the emphasis on inter local and shared regional resources public performance and accountability initiatives public administration has

been crafted with student appeal in mind each of the book s 14 chapters is generously and colorfully illustrated with cartoons quotes and artwork all reinforcing the book s theme that the

field of pa is rooted in the cultural and political world each chapter is also supported with a listing of key terms exercises and additional resources

Ship Sensors

2024-02-29
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Slogging, Humping and Mucking Through the NPR-A

1981

American Cinematographer

2001

Groundwater Economics

2009-12-21

Current

1986

Behind Our Eyes

2007-12

Filmmakers Newsletter

1977
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Production, Use, and Sustainability of Groundwater

2021-07-27

International Handbook of Public Procurement

2017-09-25

Elements of Literature

2000

Elements of Literature, Grade 7

2001-11

Serving the American Public

1997

Falling Up

2013-01-25
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Fiscal Year 2000 Budget Authorization Request

1999

Raymond Carver

2009-11-14

Image and Video-Based Artistic Stylisation

2012-10-29

Healthcare Politics and Policy in America

2019-08-13

Parasitic Plants in African Agriculture

2023-11-09

Annual Report

1994
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Dramatists Sourcebook, 1992-93

1992-08

Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics

1978

Public Administration

2014-12-18
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